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Improved Communications Improved Communications -- Instant Messaging (Chat) Instant Messaging (Chat) 

tied to Indications. Buyside can disclose Interest to tied to Indications. Buyside can disclose Interest to 

SellSide, Keyless SellSide, Keyless ““OneOne--WayWay”” trade entry and execution.trade entry and execution.

Integrated Database links customers to Sales Coverage Integrated Database links customers to Sales Coverage 

Team, automatically, and Sales Traders to Market Team, automatically, and Sales Traders to Market 

Makers/Prop Traders, by Symbol.Makers/Prop Traders, by Symbol.

Improve Quality of Indications and Customer Improve Quality of Indications and Customer 

Confidence.  Traders can mark Indications that were not Confidence.  Traders can mark Indications that were not 

honored and track Broker performance.honored and track Broker performance.

Provide a true Presentation Layer for FIXProvide a true Presentation Layer for FIX

Sort/Filter IOISort/Filter IOI’’s, SPs, SP’’s and Trade Ads and Trade Ad’’s with online links to s with online links to 
OMS for upOMS for up--toto--date Blotter and Holdings date Blotter and Holdings FilteringFiltering

Add Add ColorColor to SPto SP’’s and IOIs and IOI’’ss

Present a true picture of whoPresent a true picture of who’’s out and 365 day historys out and 365 day history

TwoTwo--click click Threaded Threaded Instant Messages and Chat Instant Messages and Chat -- keyed to keyed to 
IOIIOI’’s and s and SPSP’’ssPatentPatent PendingPending

Single Window Chat Single Window Chat -- Separate sorted directory and Separate sorted directory and 
Dialogue RegionsDialogue Regions

Provide the Mechanism for the BuySide to Show Interest Provide the Mechanism for the BuySide to Show Interest 
to the SellSide to the SellSide –– Requests for QuoteRequests for Quote

Use the Internet Use the Internet -- Make it low cost to the Sell Side and Make it low cost to the Sell Side and 
Free to the Buy SideFree to the Buy Side
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Screen shot of Buy Side Customer, BS1, at BuySide1, looking at all Natural Indications 

from all Brokers, sorted by Symbol.

Broker SellSide1 shows a NATURAL bid of $9.30 for 25,000 shares of Arris Group, no 

advertised trades so far this trading day.  No one else is out in ARS.

A significant and surprising percentage of the dialogues between Buy Side Traders 

and their Salesmen is about finding out who WAS out on a particular stock.  Indii 

shows how they ARE out. (Indii has a thirty day history retrieval as well).

In our example, BS1 elects to contact his salesman at SellSide1 and “clicks” on the 

indication for ARRS (SellSide1 is the only broker “out” in this stock).

The click presents a “canned messages” screen -- common queries the institutional trader 

makes of his salesmen.  Subject of instant message will be the actual Indication.

BS1 clicks on “Can you do Better”.

The System looks up the Sales Coverage Team members at SellSide1 for the Trader BS1 

at BuySide1 in the Coverage Database and automatically includes them in a new instant 

message “session”, initiated by BS1.  The “canned messages” now include Execute this 

IOI which signals the SellSide to enter a “One-Way” trade for the customer.

In our example, BS1’s salesmen at SellSide1 is “SellSide One” (with the handle of SS1). 

BS1 wants to know if SellSide1 “can do better”.
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BS1’s action results in a new “Chat Directory Entry” in his and his salesman’s IM window, shown below. The Chat 

Directory entry on SS1’s screen is hi-lighted in yellow - because it’s been updated but not yet seen.  The directory 

entry shows the time of last update, the author, subject, and first twenty characters of the message. 

Chat Directory Entries are listed in most-recently-updated order.  The user double-clicks on an entry to bring it in 

view.

If BS1 wanted a history of all Indications (and/or Trades) in a symbol for today or up to 

180 days prior, it’s immediately available.
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If BS1 wanted a quote for Intel from Prudential and JP If BS1 wanted a quote for Intel from Prudential and JP 
Morgan he can click on an their highlighted Trade Morgan he can click on an their highlighted Trade 
accumulations which brings up the RFQ entry screen accumulations which brings up the RFQ entry screen ––
prepre--filed for INTC and the two brokers.filed for INTC and the two brokers.

Indii provides multiple windows, including Trade Tickers  

Tickers display the icon of the reporting Broker Dealer, the Symbol, the type of Trade Advertisement (Traded, Bought, 

Sold, and Crossed – signified by the color of the item), the block size, and the aggregate volume for this symbol 

reported by all Broker Dealers thus far this trading day.  Tickers “move” right to left, in real time.  When an entry is 

more than 10 seconds old (and remains onscreen), the background is darkened.

Multiple tickers can be instantiated, and each one can be customized to show specific sets of symbols (and/or sectors) 

and minimum block size (screening out smaller blocks).  They serve as a valuable visual tool to help alert the trader to 

significan activity, especially in thinly traded stocks.


